Print on one sheet the cut apart down the middle
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A few fun facts as to why moms are the greatest!
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Moms take 2 minutes 5 seconds to change a diaper — the
equivalent of about three 40-hour work weeks each year.
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Of adults with two living parents, 61 percent have the most
contact with their mothers; only about 18 percent talk to their
fathers more.
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Americans spend about $15 billion on gifts for Mother’s Day —
second only to Christmas in holiday spending.
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Mother’s Day is celebrated in 50 countries in various ways and on
different dates. In the former Yugoslavia, mothers were tied up
by their children until she paid them with treats for her freedom!
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Lina Medina is the youngest mother on record. She was just five
years and seven months old in 1939. The oldest mother is Rajo
Devi Lohan from India who gave birth at age 70 in 2008.
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Scientists believe pregnancy causes permanent brain alterations
in mothers similar to the way teenage hormones contribute to
adolescent brain development.
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August is usually the most common birth month and Tuesdays
the most common birth day.
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Salary.com estimates a stay-at-home mom would make about
$122,000 if she were compensated for all the various jobs
performed — from van driver and house cleaner to CEO and
psychologist.
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Author J.K. Rowling of Harry Potter fame is the first single mom
who also is a billionaire.
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